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RRF ENRICH Project walks for getting second chance sight for poor people 

Enhancing Resources and Increasing Capacities of Poor Households towards Elimination of their Poverty (ENRICH)ENRICH is a 

program conducted at the grassroots level focusing for overall household development of the poor based on a ‘One Union One 

Organization’ principle. The program targets poor families, working with them to enhance and maximize the utilization of their 

resources and skills. Rural Reconstruction Foundation began to implement this project from August 2014 in Paikgacha Upazilla of 

Khulna district having the support from Palli Karma-Shahayak Foundation (PKSF).  

 
The Ad-din Eye Hopital’s Eye specialist examines the  patient eye, in his left Mr. Rabiul Haque- the Senior Manage of Ad-din Eye Hospital, Mr. Mostafizur 

Rahaman- Project Coordinator of RRF ENRICH Project and Mr. Rafiqul Alam- the Assistant Director of RRF Microfinance Program during the Eye Camp. 

According the project Interventions, a day long eyecare camp been organized by RRF ENRICH project at Godaipur Union of Paikgacha 

Upazila in Khulna district on 19 March, 2016. 355 poor people from 12 villages of Godaipur Union have received a cost free eyecare 

treatment. Among the patients, 58 people have been identified for cataract operation to rescue their sight who are absolutely 

unable to survive the cost. They will be sent to the Ad-din Eye Hospital, Jessore for cataract operation and will be given the post 

operative treatment with medicine.    

 
The villagers are waiting for eye treatment in the Eye Camp. 

Ad-din Eye Hospital; a well reputed  and renouned Eye hospital in southern part of the country, is located in Jessore district, is 

working different eye related healthcare and promotes outreach event for the poor people. We RRF are so grateful to Ad-din Eye 

Hopital for supporting us for completing such a great event in such a hardcore remote area like Godaipur Union, Paikgacha, Khulana. 

We would like to pay our heartfelt gratitude to PKSF for their priceless contribution, which indeed helped us to make it happen.   
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